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Nancy, Evie, and Jill Morehouse with their mother Betsy

Farming: 
The Old Is 
New Again 
The farming operations initiated by Sandy Morehouse 

in the 1970s continued into the 1980s, primarily the cow 

calf operation and some row crop production.  However, 

as the hunt club grew, farming was reduced to hay 

production and tree harvesting.  With an eye to the 

future, Sandy Morehouse in 2006 initiated an organic 

farming operation at Burge which now encompasses 

several gardens and an extensive fruit orchard.  Neighboring 

organic gardener Nicolas Donck manages much of the 

operation and takes Burge produce to market.  Organic  

gardening is natural and labor intensive; Burge founder 

Wiley would understand and appreciate –  

it’s just what he did. 

Hands are back in the dirt.

Quail hunting at Burge

Sporting Clays

Sandy Morehouse with his three sons-in-law, Brady Lum, Todd Smith, 

and Ryan Simon, at 2000 Charity Clays Tournament

Sandy Morehouse in the garden

Burge Moves Into 
The 21st  Century

Thw Burge Club

Sandy Morehouse continued his stewardship and 

management of Burge after his parents’ deaths, 

overseeing farming operations from Atlanta while 

continuing to work as an institutional stockbroker 

with Robinson-Humphrey.  Burge remained a focus 

of the family’s life, and Sandy, Betsy, and their three 

daughters spent many weekends at the farm.

In 1995 Sandy and Betsy retired from their jobs and 

life in Atlanta and moved to Burge. Sandy purchased 

the land owned by his sister and brother, returning 

Burge once again to single ownership.  The Morehouse 

daughters married at Burge in the 1990s and each 

now has three children.  They are frequent visitors to 

Burge and take an active interest in its future. 

Like earlier Burge generations, the Morehouses  

involved themselves in community activities, taking 

leadership roles in the Newton County Historical 

Society, the Newton County Community Foundation, 

and Smart Growth Newton County. Sandy and Betsy and 

cousin Barbara Bolton Beam organized a reunion  

at Burge in 1997 for descendants of Wiley Burge as well 

as descendants of African Americans who had lived and 

worked at Burge. During the reunion the Burge Historic 

Graveyard was rededicated.  Also in 1997 the University of 

Georgia Press published a new edition of The Diary of 

Dolly Lunt Burge, edited by Christine Jacobson Carter.

Burge Farm was listed on the National Register of  

Historic Places in 2000, as a tribute to its rich multi- 

generational history, the legacy of Dolly Burge’s diary, 

and ownership in the same family since 1809.  The  

listing includes the 1840s house and its surrounding  

60 acres, currently owned by Elizabeth Robinson, who 

with her late husband William Robinson, acquired the 

property in 1994.  

In 2009 Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue issued a 

proclamation honoring Burge’s stewardship of the 

land and contributions to the community.  In the 

same year Burge was declared a Georgia Centennial  

Heritage Farm, in recognition of its long farming 

history in the same family.

Over the years family members and friends enjoyed 

quail hunting and dove shoots at Burge.  Based on this 

interest and a hope that hunting might generate some 

revenue and help preserve the farm, Sandy and two 

friends, Dick Holloway and Harris Simpson, released 

some quail in the fall of 1982.  They were soon joined  

by early supporters Nick Munson and Joe Quarles, and 

the Burge Plantation Hunting Club was underway.  

In the beginning the club consisted of one cabin/club-

house combo (Old Knothole), a wooden wire spool with 

a clay target launch, some fields for hunting, and one 

fishing pond.  Today the Burge Club has a full staff,  

several cabins and the main house for lodging, three  

spacious venues for meetings, meals, and events, hunting 

courses throughout the property, sporting clays,  

horseback riding, walking trails, four fishing ponds, a 

fine chef, and a full membership of families who enjoy 

the outdoors and make it all possible. 

Sandy and Betsy 

Morehouse on a 

walk with labs 
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The 1997 Burge reunion


